RELOCATION SERVICE AND EXPAT PARTNER PROGRAMME
RELOCATING TO DENMARK

Moving to a new country and culture and leaving your job, friends and familiar environment behind is a major transition which involves many challenges.

To assist international researchers relocating to Aarhus University, our relocation service offers personalised assistance to make this transition as smooth and successful as possible. We will assist you in all stages of the relocation process from initial recruitment to arrival and daily life in Denmark.

In this brochure, you will find an overview of the services we offer you and your accompanying family. We are here to help with issues large and small, from registration to housing and day care. Please have a look and do not hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

“International Academic Staff (IAS) at Aarhus University has assisted and helped us in several key aspects of our family relocation, from administrative support of any kind to housing service, partner support programme, enrollment of our kids in day care and school, as well as our participation to social activities and events, and many others.

Domenico Zito
Professor Engineering, Aarhus University
RELOCATION SERVICE

We provide information and assistance with issues related to relocating to and living in Denmark.

Pre-recruitment meetings
We offer an informal meeting to introduce you to working and living in Denmark and to our relocation services.

Accompanying family
We can help you with school, day care and language training.

Permits and practical matters
We provide information about healthcare and other forms of insurance, tax and pension schemes, banking, and residence and work permits.

Housing
We can introduce you to the housing market in Denmark, show you how to find a place to live and help you with rental contracts.
CONTACT OUR RELLOCATION OFFICERS

Vibeke Tyrre Pedersen
Relocation Officer
vtp@au.dk
+45 4087 8974
Master’s Degree in economics from AU and a background of 12 years as an expat in Asia and the US.

Catrine Rumohr
Relocation Officer
Expat Partner Advisor
cr@au.dk
+45 9350 8903
Master’s degree in Arts from Aalborg University and has been working with global mobility for different companies since 2009.

Vibhuti Bushan
International Coordinator
vibh@au.dk
+45 8715 2602
BSc from Punjab University, Chandigarh. Background as self-employed for over 22 years in Denmark and as a mobility assistant.
EXPAT PARTNER PROGRAMME

The Expat Partner Programme provides career counselling, coaching and cultural training for you as an expat partner to help you get settled in Denmark.

Career counselling
We can help you with your job search and provide career counselling which is customised to your goals.

Coaching
We provide coaching to help you determine what’s important for the next chapter of your life by exploring your passions, values and core beliefs.

Cultural training
We can provide cultural training to prepare you to navigate in Danish society and work culture.

Networking
We can introduce you to relevant networks, such as the International Dual Career Network, IDCN.
CONTACT OUR EXPAT PARTNER ADVISORS

Marie Vorre Skydsgaard
Expat Partner Advisor
marievorre@au.dk
+45 9350 8977
Master’s degree in Strategy, Organization and Leadership from Copenhagen Business School and has been working with recruitment in different international companies since 2011.

Catrine Rumohr
Relocation Officer & Expat Partner Advisor
cr@au.dk
+45 9350 8903
Master’s degree in Arts from Aalborg University and has been working with global mobility for different companies since 2009.

“My experience with the expat spousal program has been terrific. The advisors have truly been a wonderful resource and I am comfortable reaching out whenever I get stuck or confused, be it in my job search or the road bumps we ran into when moving”.

Lara Antoy
Spouse to Assistant Professor
INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC STAFF

On the International Academic Staff (IAS) website, you can find information regarding all practical and administrative matters before, during and after your stay in Denmark. You will also find a number of publications and guides targeted at international academic staff.
Read more at ias.au.dk

UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL CLUB

The University International Club is a cultural and social space for internationals with connections to Aarhus University. The club organises weekly meetings and events that are open to accompanying family and partners.
Read more at ias.au.dk/uic

WORKING AT AARHUS UNIVERSITY

Working at Aarhus University is a website specifically for applicants for vacant PhD or research positions at AU. The website presents Aarhus University’s resources, services and career opportunities, and highlights a number of good reasons to live in Denmark.
Read more at au.dk/work
CONTACT US

Relocation Service
International Academic Staff (IAS)
International Centre
Aarhus University
Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4A
DK - 8000 Aarhus C

relocation@au.dk
expatpartner.fe@au.dk
ias.au.dk/international-academic-staff-ias